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ChemTunes●ToxGPS® In Silico Skin Suite – Example workflow

Motivation

• Comprehensive assessment of chemical toxicity instigated

•

by dermal contact requires addressing exposure
(permeability of a chemical through the skin) and chemical
reactivity that may lead to irritation or subsequent
sensitization via well-known induction/elicitation immune
response mechanisms.
Aligned with efforts to reduce animal testing (EU Cosmetics
Directive1, California Cruelty-Free Cosmetics Act2), we
present ChemTunes ToxGPS® In Silico Skin Suite including
holistic workflow for dermal toxicity evaluation

Rule-based profilers and QSAR models for stepwise
assessment of key dermal toxicity endpoints
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Skin Sensitization Potency model
not applicable for non-sensitizers
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Skin Permeability

• Classification of chemical compounds into 3 categories (low, med,
high) according to their ability to permeate human skin

• Training set of human in vitro Kp data curated by domain experts
from COSMOS Skin Permeability DB3 and Flynn Dataset4
• 237 compounds: low skin permeability potential (100),
medium (100), high (37)
• Chemoinformatics process to represent structural features
(ToxPrints5) and physical/chemical property information (CORINA
Symphony6 descriptors identified via recursive partitioning) into
Chemical Subgraphs and Reactions Markup Language (CSRML)7
rules
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Skin Irritation
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Skin Sensitization

• This poster presents how in silico

• QSAR Model for Skin irritation
• based on effects observed in vivo in
rabbit Draize test (OECD 404), which
are graded according to the
erythema/eschar and oedema
formation to deliver Primary Irritation
Index (PII)
• Training set
• Regulatory data sources (ECETOC8, Danish EPA9, US
CIR, EU SCC, EU ECHA REACH), OECD QSAR Toolbox
v.3.01 (2012), published literature
• 193 non-irritants (PII≤1) and 232 irritants (PII>1), all
compounds tested neat
• Compound-level conflicts across multiple studies
resolved by domain experts
• Outcomes including "inconclusive" or "inadequate /
invalid study" not included
• Modeling approach
• Molecular fingerprints and continuous descriptors
used to construct PLS latent variables; k-NN
regression chosen as the best performing method

Conclusions
workflows for dermal toxicity assessment
in ChemTunes.ToxGPS® Skin Suite can be
applied to predict skin permeability, skin
irritation and skin sensitization of a
cosmetic substance to support the
risk/safety assessment process

• The presented workflow can be further
• Computational tools for predicting Skin Sensitization developed
using Local Lymph Node Assay (LLNA) data
• Guideline-compliant (e.g., OECD 429), EC3(%) values available
• Skin sensitization hazard (sensitizer, non-sensitizer) and potency
(GSH categories) assessed based on structural alerts and modeof-action QSAR models. Quantitative weight-of-evidence
approach applied to combine various evidence sources and
estimate the prediction uncertainty
• Training sets: Regulatory sources (EU SCC, ECHA REACH), data
compilations (Master Table 1 &210,11, NICEATM, OECD QSAR
Toolbox), literature
• Hazard model – 390 sensitizers (EC3 value ≤100%) and 212
non-sensitizers (EC3 value >100%)

extended by other tools available in
ChemTunes.ToxGPS®, e.g., protein
binding profiler, or can be applied as a
part of Read-Across analysis
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